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This book brings forth incredible new channeled material that completely demystifies the seven

levels of initiation and how to attain them. It contains revolutionary new information on how to

anchor and open our thirty-six chakras and how to build our light quotient at a rate of speed

never dreamed possible.The book includes a chapter on cosmic ascension and a unique

cosmic map that outlines the process of planetary ascension. The map also charts the course

for full cosmic ascension through the seven cosmic planes and forty-eight dimensions of reality

back to the Godhead and undifferentiated Source.
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GuideIntroductionThis book has had an interesting birthing process. After taking my ascension

and the beginning of my sixth initiation, I decided that it was time to write my spiritual

autobiography. Within six months’ time the autobiography was so packed with information it

was clear that it could no longer be just one book. As I was going for my morning “ascension

walk,” channeling the energies of Melchizedek, a spiritual birth took place and this book was

born.I had, just ten days previously, taken my seventh initiation and could not have conceived

of writing a book by this title unless I had achieved that about which I was writing. Actually

taking my seventh and final initiation had a profound effect on me, an effect even more

powerful than my actual ascension had had. I recognize now that it was because the

ascension, the sixth initiation, is really just the beginning of the ascension process. The

seventh initiation is the completion of ascension and the true graduation as you move through

the seventh and final seal.Since my ascension there has been an incredible downpouring of

spiritual information. This book contains the essence of that material, along with a dash of

autobiographical flavor. It is unusual in that it is written from the perspective of one who has

completed the full seven levels of initiation. As a person on Planet Earth, if you are attempting

to achieve liberation, salvation, self-realization, and ascension, you must move through these

seven levels of initiation, regardless of what religion, spiritual path, spiritual teacher, or mystery

school you are involved with. Some of you may choose to leave Earth after your ascension, or

sixth initiation; however, the initiation process will continue on the spiritual planes. There are

three hundred fifty-two initiations that must eventually be moved through to return back to the

Godhead at the highest cosmic level. For now, it is more than enough to deal with the seven

initiations required to graduate from this school called Earth!This book teaches you how to

complete all seven levels of initiation in the most expedient and effective way possible so you

may be of greater service to all sentient beings.I have seriously debated whether I should

share some of the things included in this book because they are so advanced. I have made the

choice, however, to share all and trust the divinity within each of you, my readers. I do not

mean to create fear in any way, shape, or form. What I am trying to say is that what you are

receiving is not a toy. Once energies such as these have been invoked you can pass the point

of no return. Lack of responsibility, self-discipline, and mastery and giving in to your lower self

and negative ego will have much more serious consequences as you move up the pyramid.

The higher up you are, the narrower it becomes. That is why the spiritual path has often been

referred to as the short and narrow path to God. Faster is not better. Being in the Tao is the

best. Consult your intuition as to the divine timing; ask when you will be ready to use each of



these advanced ascension tools. If you are ready, then so be it. Make your invocation and take

up the rod of power. Move forward with confidence and grace. If your inner guidance tells you

to work on another aspect of self first, to prepare yourself for higher levels of understanding,

then trust that guidance.This book contains much divine food. It is essential to use your divine

intelligence and intuition and some kind of systematic, methodical approach in applying all this

material so you do not make yourself sick from overeating. I suggest that you begin applying a

certain sequence of material each week. Over a period of nine months (for inner birth) to two

years, all can be absorbed.Many of the tools I have presented in this book are actually like

spiritual surgery and are much more profound than you yet realize. So move forward with joy,

confidence, centeredness, and divine intelligence, listening to your intuition and inner guidance

at all times. God within you will answer all your questions. All you have to do is listen.Now, let

us begin.Chapter OneThe Seven Levels of InitiationIt is potentially possible for a person to

move from the third to the sixth initiation in only six years.—Djwhal KhulIn this chapter I have

included a brief synopsis of the seven levels of initiation. For a more detailed account, see my

first book, The Complete Ascension Manual: How to Achieve Ascension in This Lifetime.The

spiritual path really begins prior to the seven levels of initiation. This period has been

esoterically called the Path of Probation. It could be likened to the nine months of gestation in

the womb prior to birth, but it refers to spiritual gestation, of course. The spiritual birth is the

taking of the first initiation.The first initiation deals with developing mastery over the densest

body, or vehicle, which is the physical body. To pass this initiation you are required to develop a

beginning level of mastery over the body and its appetites, requirements, sexual urges, sleep

habits, and so on, in service of the soul, or higher self, which at this point would hold the ideal

of balance and moderation.The second initiation is concerned with developing mastery over

the second densest vehicle, which is the emotional, or astral, body. To pass this initiation you

must develop mastery over your emotions and desires to a certain degree, in service of the

soul. It is not so much perfection that is required but, rather, conscious intent and continual

choice-making to move in this direction. Material desires are beginning to be transformed into

the spiritual desire for liberation and God-realization. As a disciple, you are learning to avoid

being a victim of your desires and emotions and instead be a master and cause. (See my book

Soul Psychology for help in this area.) This is the level of initiation at which you are most likely

to stay stuck the longest.The third initiation is related to mastery of the next densest vehicle,

which is the mental body. To pass this initiation you must develop some level of mastery over

your mind and your thoughts. This is the first major initiation, for it leads you to achieve what is

called soul merge, or soul infusion. Mastery of the physical body, astral body, and mental body

allows you, the disciple and personality on Earth, to merge with your soul. You then desire to

be loving, forgiving, and to be of service, as well as wanting to begin the process of liberation

from the wheel of rebirth.It must be understood here that initiation is a process. It doesn’t

happen all at once, although there is one moment when you receive the Rod of Initiation from

the Lord Maitreya (the “president” of the Spiritual Hierarchy). There are seven sublevels within

each of the seven major initiations. When you take any given initiation you become a

kindergarten disciple at that level. You must then move through all seven sublevels to fully

complete that initiation. I had taken my sixth initiation but hadn’t fully completed it until I

realized the seventh sublevel of the sixth initiation. Then I took my seventh initiation. It wasn’t

until then that I really felt as though I had graduated and fully mastered my ascension.Once

you merge with your soul at the third initiation, things begin to speed up very rapidly. The fourth

initiation is a major marker point. It is at this initiation that the soul body, which is also

esoterically referred to as the causal body, burns up, and the higher self, or soul, which has



been your guide throughout all your incarnations, merges back into the monad, or spirit. (The

monad has also been referred to by some schools as the Mighty I Am Presence. From that

moment on, the monad is your guide and teacher rather than the soul, which had been serving

as an intermediary teacher until that moment. The soul has served as the repository for all your

good karma from all your past lives and your current life. This repository is burned up over a

period of time as you move toward completion of this initiation.The fourth initiation has also

been esoterically referred to as the initiation of renunciation. This is so because prior to taking

it you are required on some level to let go of all attachments to the material world, including

fame, fortune, power, selfishness, people, family, and reputation. I often think of this as the “Job

initiation” — everything is stripped away as a test to see if you remain righteous in the eyes of

the Lord.Even though previous teachings said that the fourth initiation meant complete

liberation from the wheel of rebirth, it is now known that while this is an important step, initiates

continue the reincarnation process in another body after this one or through the continuation of

this life until full ascension is achieved. I, personally, did not feel fully freed from the wheel of

rebirth until I had completed the seventh sublevel of the sixth initiation. It was during that

initiation ceremony that I finally felt fully freed for eternity. The fourth initiation requires a 65

percent Light quotient in your four-body system.The Fifth InitiationThe fifth initiation is, in a

sense, similar to the third initiation: in the third you begin the soul merge; in the fifth you begin

the monadic merge, which could also be called the merge with spirit or with the I Am Presence.

So this initiation might be considered a very early glimpse of your actual ascension, which is

the sixth initiation.Ascension really means that the personality, the soul, and the monad all

become one unified being on Earth. The fifth initiation merges the monad in consciousness,

but not in full actuality. At the fifth initiation you have to have a 75 percent Light quotient in your

field.You might not understand that these initiations occur on the inner plane and are very

subtle. I would say most people are not even consciously aware they have taken them. This is

very often true even in the case of those people who are aware of the seven levels of initiation

and are working on them consciously. It is even true of actual ascension. I must admit that the

process of completing seven levels of initiation was very different from what I’d expected. I,

personally, happened to be quite aware of my later initiations and they were all quite wonderful,

but I am learning that is rare. I am acquainted with a great number of people now who are

beginning to take these initiations and everyone agrees that the actual initiation experience is

more subtle than they had expected it to be. This is not to say that the experiences are not

profound. I was deeply impacted by my fifth, sixth, and seventh initiations, but not in the way

that I expected to be, and I was most deeply affected by the seventh initiation in which I felt the

largest and most extraordinary transformation took place.The Sixth Initiation, AscensionThe

taking of the sixth initiation is the actual ascension experience for which everyone is waiting

and working. In the past, when people took their sixth initiations they usually left their bodies

and passed on to the spiritual world. On rare occasions they were able to dematerialize their

physical bodies and take them along; however, this was more the exception than the rule. The

new goal of the Spiritual Hierarchy and Sanat Kumara is to have people ascend and continue

serving on Earth to help bring in the New Age.Ascension is full merger with the monad or I Am

Presence or spirit while on Earth. There is a ceremony that takes place on the inner plane

involving Sanat Kumara even though most people do not remember it. The actual experience is

subtle, while the implications of taking this initiation are quite profound.There are seven planes

through which you must evolve. The seven planes are connected with the seven levels of

initiation and are, according to Djwhal Khul in the Alice Bailey material, as follows:Physical

plane ..... First initiationAstral plane ..... Second initiationMental plane ..... Third



initiationBuddhic plane ..... Fourth initiationAtmic plane ..... Fifth initiationMonadic plane .....

Sixth initiationLogoic plane ..... Seventh initiationAs you can see from this little diagram,

ascension is movement toward the monadic and logoic planes. Each initiation you go through

stabilizes you at the next higher plane. I am using the word “plane” here rather than

“dimension” because there are seven planes and nine dimensions with which you deal here on

Earth.Ascension, the sixth initiation, is movement into the fifth dimension. The seventh initiation

is movement into the sixth dimension. As you can see, the dimensions are different from the

seven subplanes that make up the cosmic physical plane. There are also seven cosmic planes.

(See The Complete Ascension Manual: How to Achieve Ascension in This Lifetime.) Even the

seventh initiation is less than one inch up a ten-inch ruler in terms of how far you still have to

go to fully realize God at the highest cosmic level. Evolving through these seven major

initiations is a major step, however.The first cosmic initiation, from the point of view of the

higher university on Sirius, is the fifth initiation. The second cosmic initiation from that point of

view is the sixth initiation, ascension. The third cosmic initiation is the seventh initiation. There

are two more initiations that can be taken after leaving the Earth: the eighth and the ninth. The

completion of the ninth is the doorway for leaving the cosmic physical universe

altogether.Getting back to the sixth initiation: when you take this initiation you are considered a

kindergarten-level ascended master. You do have a choice as to whether you want to leave

Earth or remain here and serve. At this time, most are choosing to stay. Just because you have

ascended, it does not necessarily mean that you can walk on water, raise the dead, or turn

water into wine. These are potential abilities that can be developed; however, you probably

won’t develop them until some time after fully completing your seventh initiation.You will be

happy to know that you do not have to have perfect health in order to ascend; you can even

have chronic health lessons. I know this for a fact because I did. You also do not have to be

totally free of all negative emotions and/or totally free of the negative ego and lower self. This

may surprise some of you; however, I also know this to be a fact.I know people who have taken

their ascension whom I would consider to be emotional victims, although they also happen to

have been extremely gifted in other spiritual areas. Their victimization by their emotional bodies

and desire did not prevent their ascension. You have to balance only 51 percent of your karma

to ascend.After you ascend you will feel like exactly the same person you were before you

ascended, but you will be in a higher octave. You will be carrying more Light, and you will be

more connected to spirit and to the ascended masters.I had been under the assumption that

freedom from the wheel of rebirth occurred at the beginning of the sixth initiation. If this were

not the case, then why would people of past centuries have physically died when they took this

initiation and ascension? When my wife, Terri Sue, was channeling Djwhal Khul just recently

during one of our Wednesday night classes, he said that the discrepancy exists because

freedom from the necessity of rebirth actually occurs at the completion of the sixth initiation.

My own experience tells me that true graduation occurred at the completion of the sixth. What I

do know is that liberation from the wheel of rebirth happens somewhere during the sixth

initiation, either at the beginning or at the end. It is also somewhat individual, in that some even

choose to return to resolve the small percentage of remaining karma or to strengthen some

aspect of self while continuing to serve the Earth and humanity.Djwhal Khul has suggested that

if you happen to die physically just prior to taking the sixth initiation or during the middle of it,

you should call to the ascended masters to help you to complete your initiation process. They

can work with you on the inner plane to help you finish up. I should also emphasize here that

you can physically die even though you are ascended.Ascended masters are not invulnerable

and, in truth, are far from perfect. There are many different kinds of ascended masters. Some



ascended masters (you may officially call yourself one upon taking the sixth initiation) are

emotional types, some mental types, some physical types. The same strengths and

weaknesses you had in your four-body system before your ascension will be there after you

ascend. You will, however, have greater Light, energy, and consciousness with which to heal

yourself more quickly.To ascend and take your sixth initiation you will need an 80 percent to 83

percent Light quotient in your four-body system. This issue of the Light quotient is extremely

important and I have dedicated a chapter in this book to ways of building it. The ascension

ceremony often occurs in a group situation, often at the Wesak Festival, which occurs at the

full moon of Taurus in May.A planetary window for mass ascension is occurring on this planet

between 1995 and the year 2000. Ascensions will continue on a large scale after that, but that

is the main window. In the past, it used to take whole lifetimes to take just one initiation. I know

for an absolute fact that a person can move through whole levels of initiation in as short a time

as five months because I did it. I am not saying everyone will evolve at that rate; it all depends

upon your commitment and focus. If you are really committed and very focused, I would say

intuitively that during this most extraordinary time, if you use all the techniques in this book and

my other books, it is reasonable to expect that you could move through the initiations at the

rate of anywhere from one to five years per initiation. I am putting myself out on a limb by

saying this because people are so different, but if you use the tools and ideas given here, I

think it is a reasonable prediction, especially given what is happening to the planet at this

time.The issue then is how to know your level of initiation. Your intuition can tell you. If you are

proficient in the use of a pendulum, that can be a useful tool. Ask during your meditations. Ask

for a dream to tell you. As a last resort, you can ask a qualified channel of the ascended

masters. This is not my favorite method because it is always better to get it from within yourself;

however, it can be useful at times.I recommend that you be discerning about whom you talk

with about this subject. There is a great tendency to compare and compete and that is not

good. It is antithetical to the whole process. There is also a tendency to judge yourself and

others. It is essential to understand that everyone is God, regardless of his or her level of

unfoldment, and everyone should be treated as such. I am not saying that you can never talk

about it, but be extremely discerning and examine your motives for doing so.This is actually the

first time I have openly discussed my own initiation process. I have not talked about it in our

classes, workshops, or seminars at all. I have just kept it to myself and tried to be it instead of

talking about it. My inner guidance, however, told me that for the purposes of this book and for

the benefit that might come to you, the reader, from my personal experiences, it would be

appropriate. The key question is always whether sharing the information is a service or is for

the gratification of the ego. Is it serving spirit to share or serving the negative ego? If it is of

service, do share. Just be discerning, for you do not want others to feel inferior. As the Bible

says, “Pride goeth before a fall.”In the system of initiation delineated by Brian Grattan in

Mahatma I & II, ascension is still the sixth and its completion is the ninth initiation. The seventh

initiation in the Alice Bailey system is level nine and one-half of Brian Grattan’s system. The

completion of the seventh initiation is the same as saying that you have completed the seven

sublevels of the seventh initiation. It is at this point (at the twelfth initiation in Grattan’s system)

that all initiations stop for the rest of the incarnation. Your total focus from that point forward is

service and helping humanity and the lower kingdoms to share in the grace.There is also a

correlation between the initiations and the anchoring of the higher chakras. When you ascend,

your sixteenth chakra has descended and is anchored in your crown. The sixteenth chakra is

the beginning of the fifth-dimensional chakra grid, chakras sixteen through twenty-two. At the

completion of the seventh initiation, the thirty-sixth chakra has descended and is fully anchored



and actualized in the crown chakra. One of the most important ways of accelerating your

spiritual progression is to call forth the anchoring of the fifth-, sixth-, and seventh-dimensional

chakra grids during meditation (and before sleep every night).At the time of writing this chapter

I have installed all of my thirty-six chakras; however, I am currently actualizing up to the

beginning of my thirty-fifth. The reason I bring this up is so I can share that the anchoring,

activation, and actualization of the individual chakras and the entire chakra grid are

scientifically connected to the initiation process. In other words, each chakra can be associated

with one of the seven sublevels between each major initiation. As each individual chakra is

anchored, activated, and then actualized, you move up to another sublevel.Prior to your

ascension, during every meditation, you should call forth the full anchoring, activation, and

actualization of your twenty-two chakras and of your fourth- and fifth-dimensional chakra grids.

The masters will do this for you upon your request and invitation. Though there may be one, I

don’t know of any technique other than building your Light quotient that will accelerate your

evolution.It is at the sixth initiation that you make the choice of which of the seven paths of

higher evolution you will follow upon leaving this plane. These seven paths are:The Path of

Earth ServiceThe Path of Magnetic WorkThe Path of Training to become a Planetary

LogosThe Path to SiriusThe Ray PathThe Path on which the Logos is foundThe Path of

Absolute SonshipThere is very little information on this plane about these seven paths. Djwhal

Khul, in the Alice Bailey books, is almost the only master to bring forth any information at all.

One of the services I have tried to render in this book is to share with you my research, in easy-

to-understand language, into these seven paths.Ascension is basically merging with the Clear

Light of God, much like what is recommended during the bardo, or after-death experience. The

only difference is that ascension is merging with the Clear Light of God while still retaining a

physical body. The monad, at the time of ascension, is able to fully anchor Light at the 80

percent to 83 percent level. As you complete your ascension the Light quotient is up to the 92

percent to 94 percent level. At the time of writing this book my Light quotient is at the 94

percent to 95 percent level. I have been guided that within three-and-a-half months’ time, which

falls on the 12:12 ceremony (December 12, 1994), my Light quotient will be at the 97 percent

level and I will be at the beginning of the seventh sublevel of the seventh initiation (at the

beginning of the twelfth initiation in Brian Grattan’s system). I have also been told that by the

Wesak Festival on May 14, 1995, my Light quotient will be fully stabilized at the 98 percent

level and I will have completed the seventh initiation (Brian’s twelfth initiation). I share this

personal information with you to give you a sense of how the process works and a feel for the

time frame of taking these initiations and building your Light quotient.The Seventh InitiationThe

seventh initiation has to do with the movement from the monadic plane of reality up to the

logoic, or seventh plane of reality. Where the sixth initiation deals with merging with the monad,

the seventh initiation concerns greater merger with Sanat Kumara and Shamballa. Djwhal Khul

told me that the seventh-degree initiate is usually one who becomes a teacher on a global level

in a very visible way.Sixth-degree initiates and ascended masters often have this service path;

however, that is not required. Djwhal Khul also told my friend Marcia, who heads Djwhal Khul’s

ashram on the East Coast, and me during one of our meditations since taking the seventh

initiation, that much has been given and much is now expected. This was fine with us, for as A

Course in Miracles says, “True pleasure is serving God.”After taking my sixth initiation I asked

Vywamus how long it would take for me and the core ascension group with which I am working

to achieve our seventh initiation. At that time he said from one to five years. He also said that

the taking of our seventh initiation might be affected by planetary events. One element was the

geographic location in which we live. (Terri Sue and I live in Los Angeles at the time of this



writing — not the best place in the world to be, energetically!)Vywamus also said that a second

factor is the fact that an asteroid is heading toward this planet. It will not directly hit the planet

but will pass very close by. The exact timing was not clear, but he said that September 1997

was what he was seeing at the time of the conversation, early in 1994. Vywamus said it would

cause a spiritual quickening for the planet. He said that a good metaphor for understanding its

effects would be to imagine being in a car parked on a freeway, when all of a sudden an

eighteen-wheeled truck goes speeding by. I don’t need to explain the effects. The asteroid will

have similar effects on the Earth.Vywamus said another planetary event that could have an

effect on when we take our seventh initiation is the alien situation. He said that extraterrestrials

will begin making much more overt contact with Planet Earth around September of 1995.

Depending on how overt this contact is, it could send shock waves reverberating around the

entire planet.I share these personal conversations with you because they might also affect you,

my reader. Until now, I had never considered that these planetary events might have any effect

on my own initiation process. As it turned out, they did not. I took my ascension on March 23,

1994, and I took my seventh initiation on August 23, 1994.The seventh initiation causes a

complete implosion of energy in the heart chakra. It creates a whole new chakra system. All

the chakras become one column of Light, connected with the antakarana and the ascension

column. This new chakra system, metaphorically, is like the creation of a new star system. The

ascension of the sixth initiation is centered in the throat chakra. The seventh initiation occurs in

the heart chakra; it is a merger with the monad at approximately the 94 percent Light quotient

level.The seventh initiation is not truly complete until the Light quotient is stabilized at the 97

percent to 98 percent level. Djwhal Khul told us that the very beginning stages of the seventh

initiation can occur when you reach the 89 percent to 91 percent Light quotient level. You aren’t

really into the seventh initiation until you reach the 94 percent Light quotient level. I, personally,

took the seventh initiation when I was at the 94 percent Light quotient level. Djwhal said that

some could take it when they are between the 92 percent and 94 percent levels.The seventh

initiation is the beginning of the transcendence of all physical laws. It is also a complete and

total commitment to service and a relinquishment of all negative ego. Djwhal also told us that

even though the monad is fully anchored into the four-body system after ascension, it would

not be completely merged in its full totality until after taking the seventh initiation. The seventh

initiation means merging with the sixth dimension of reality and with the seventh-dimensional

chakra grid, or chakras thirty through thirty-six.The seventh initiation is divorced from all

considerations of form and the initiate becomes a concentrated point of living Light. The

seventh initiation gives the initiate the right to come and go in the courts of Shamballa. It has

been referred to, esoterically, as the initiation of resurrection. Lord Maitreya took his seventh

initiation on the cross at the death of the master Jesus. Lord Maitreya, of course, shared Jesus’

physical body during the last three years of his life. Jesus took his fourth initiation on the

cross.The seventh initiation is the one in which the child of God has found his way back to the

Father and to his originating Source, or that state of existence known as Shamballa. The

seventh initiation begins the full opening of involvement with the extraplanetary existence with

which our Planetary Logos, the Lord of the World, is involved.At this initiation Sanat Kumara is

attended by two groups of beings. The first is called Knowers of the Purpose, Custodians of the

Will. This is a smaller group. The second group is much larger and is called The Wise Ones

and Attractive Energies of Shamballa. These beings operate on a high level of the cosmic

plane, corresponding to the ajna center of humankind, and embody the Will to Good. More

succinctly, they are the ajna, or third eye center, for Sanat Kumara, the Planetary Logos. In a

larger context, Shamballa is the crown center; the Spiritual Hierarchy is the heart center, and



humanity is the creative throat center. It is also to Shamballa that the seventh-degree initiate

goes for periods of cyclic recharging.At the seventh initiation, an even higher electrical force is

transmitted to the master through Sanat Kumara’s Rod of Initiation, which signifies full

completion. The master has become a full-fledged seventh-degree Melchizedek (as the ancient

Egyptian teachings described the process). This, again, is the highest initiation that can be

taken on the Earthly plane.After you take the seventh initiation, work still remains to be done in

terms of fully realizing or completing this initiation. You have moved from being an advanced

sixth-degree initiate to being a beginning seventh-degree initiate. It is most likely in the seventh

initiation that the more advanced and transcendent ascension abilities will be developed — that

is to say, those that defy physical laws. At the seventh initiation your Light quotient is high

enough (minimally 94 percent) to master these abilities with ease.The eighth initiation has

been referred to as the Great Transition; it will be taken on the inner plane after leaving the

material world. The ninth initiation has been esoterically called the Refusal; it indicates the

master’s last contact with what has been referred to as cosmic evil as it relates to this planet.I

took my seventh initiation sitting on top of a physical mountain with my wife, Terri Sue. Upon

the completion of a brief ceremony, Djwhal Khul said, “Welcome to the eighth school.” Each

initiation you pass welcomes you to the school above. Melchizedek referred to this seventh

initiation as going through the final seal, which reminds me of the seven seals of which Peter

spoke in the Revelation.There was a tremendous feeling of celebration and joy after this

experience. It really felt like a marker point, like a complete graduation. Terri Sue had had a

dream three days earlier regarding the completion of our ascension, or sixth initiation. In the

dream we were meditating together under the full moon when all of a sudden a sniper shot

Terri Sue in the heart and she died. I picked her up and took her to a more comfortable spot

and then I was shot in the third eye. (Where we were shot is significant.) I died and we both

ascended. The completion of the ascension and the taking of the seventh initiation are like a

death. Physical existence is never again the same, for you have totally ascended and are now

remaining in the physical vehicle as a bodhisattva for service purposes.More Information on

the Higher InitiationsMy friend Marcia channeled some very interesting information on

initiations three through seven.Third initiation = Desire to know your true selfFourth initiation =

Desire for complete knowledge of selfFifth initiation = Complete unification with peace and

harmonySixth initiation = ServiceSeventh initiation = Complete liberation from Earthbound

functions; development of advanced and transcendent ascension abilities.Planetary

InitiationsJust as humanity goes through initiations, so do the Earth Mother and Sanat Kumara,

who ensouls the Earth as the Planetary Logos. The Earth Mother, or the heavenly body known

as Earth, has recently taken her third initiation, the soul merge initiation. This is why Earth has

moved into what has been termed sacred status. It is a recent occurrence, for in Djwhal Khul’s

writings in the Alice Bailey material, it had not yet happened.Vywamus gave me a fascinating

piece of information about this process that I had never before realized. I asked Vywamus what

happens when the Earth Mother completes her seventh initiation. He told me that the Earth

Mother will experience a nova — in other words, will turn into Light. That is to say that the

Earth Mother will ascend. The planetary body known as Earth will experience a type of

ascension similar to that of humans upon completion of the seventh initiation.I also asked

Vywamus about Sanat Kumara’s initiation process, for Sanat Kumara has recently taken

another initiation. When Sanat Kumara takes an initiation as the Planetary Logos, all evolution

on the planet — human, animal, plant, and mineral — moves up another octave with him.I

asked Vywamus to explain Sanat Kumara’s initiations. He was not allowed to explain too much,

but what he did say was that there were twelve further initiations on a more cosmic level which



Sanat Kumara was in the process of working through. So there are the seven basic cosmic

initiations and then the five higher cosmic initiations that correspond to the five higher rays. I

asked if these initiations relate to what might be termed the first twenty-four initiations of the

three hundred fifty-two levels that make up the Mahatma. Vywamus said that he was using a

different system. It is interesting to me that the initiation process is still in effect at this cosmic

level, at least for the training of a planetary logos.Vywamus said that the Earth Mother was still

relatively young, rather like a radiant adolescent, and the Earth being is a very sought-after

planet for the incarnation process. He also said that the life forms on this planet would probably

return to an etheric state before the actual nova, or ascension, effect. That is interesting, for it

is also how life began on this planet in pre-Lemurian times. Life was not always physical in the

way that we now understand it to be. Earth is a very tough school, Vywamus said. However, the

potential for spiritual growth and evolvment is enormous and that is why incarnating here is so

desirable.Chapter TwoHow to Open, Anchor, and Activate the Fifty ChakrasAt the completion

of the seventh initiation the thirty-sixth chakra will be anchored in the crown chakra.—

MelchizedekThere exists a completely new understanding of the chakras that has never before

been written about. Most spiritual schools teach that there are seven major chakras and many

minor chakras. Some New Age mystery schools teach that there are twelve chakras. Well, I am

here to tell you that, in truth, there are thirty-six major chakras that must be dealt with if you

plan to complete the seven levels of initiation. There are also some beyond that.The best way

to understand the chakras is to see that they basically come in sets of seven, according to the

dimensional grid with which they are associated:Third-dimensional chakra grid ..... Chakras

one through sevenFourth-dimensional chakra grid ..... Chakras eight through fifteenFifth-

dimensional chakra grid ..... Chakras sixteen through twenty-twoSixth-dimensional chakra

grid ..... Chakras twenty-three through twenty-nine.Seventh-dimensional chakra grid .....

Chakras thirty through thirty-sixEighth-dimensional chakra grid ..... Chakras thirty-seven

through forty-threeNinth-dimensional chakra grid ..... Chakras forty-four through fiftyAs you

evolve spiritually, these chakras naturally descend, just as the soul and monad naturally

descend in the process of initiation and ascension. The world has not known of these higher

chakras because few humans have, until now, evolved beyond the third and fourth dimensions

of reality. As Wesak of 1995 approaches with its first wave of mass ascension, the situation will

change dramatically. That is why the new information about the chakras is coming forward

now.Vywamus, through Janet McClure, was the first to come out with some detailed

information on the twenty-two chakras. Since I have written about the third-, fourth- and fifth-

dimensional chakra grids in other books, I am not going to repeat myself here. What I do want

to say is that when you ascend and take your sixth initiation, your sixteenth chakra becomes

anchored in the crown. What ascension really is, from the frame of reference of the chakras, is

the complete anchoring into the four-body system of the third and fourth chakra grids — that is,

chakras one through fifteen. When the sixteenth chakra (the first chakra of the fifth-dimensional

chakra grid) anchors, you have ascended and are in the first stage of the fifth dimension. To

complete your ascension you must then anchor and actualize the entire fifth-dimensional and

sixth-dimensional chakra grids.Now, you would think that to take the seventh initiation all you

would have to do would be to complete the fifth-dimensional chakra grid and anchor the first of

the sixth-dimensional chakras. However, that was not my experience. When I took the seventh

initiation, I had already installed and actualized the thirty-third chakra. The seventh initiation is

the entrance into the sixth dimension; the thirty-third chakra is actually in the seventh-

dimensional chakra grid. I don’t know if I was a little precocious or if this is the level all must

attain in order to take the seventh. I tend to think this is a standard level, just as a certain Light



quotient needs to be achieved.To complete the seventh initiation it is required that all initiates

fully install, anchor, and actualize all thirty-six chakras. In other words, at the completion of your

seventh initiation, your thirty-sixth chakra will be in your crown, and so on. Following is a list

showing the chakras and their corresponding areas:Chakra thirty-six ..... CrownChakra thirty-

five ..... Third eyeChakra thirty-four ..... ThroatChakra thirty-three ..... HeartThe chakras from

the previous sixth-dimensional grid will move down through your thighs, knees, ankles, and feet

and into the Earth.The most important thing to understand here is that the process of

anchoring your chakras can be speeded up. This is one of the main reasons I was able to

move through the fifth, sixth, and seventh initiations so quickly. I began working with the ability

to collapse time. Melchizedek recently told Marcia and me that the evolutionary process has

never before moved so quickly in the history of this planet. In that sense we are prototypes and

guinea pigs. The masters are watching this process of speeded-up evolution with great

interest.It is important to know that there are three levels of understanding in the process of

anchoring the higher chakras: the first is installation; the second is actualization; the third is

accessing the chakras’ abilities, or utilization.The first step in speeding up your evolutionary

process is to request, in every meditation you do, the full anchoring and installation of your

twenty-two chakras and your fourth- and fifth-dimensional chakra grids. Upon your invocation

and request, these chakras will descend like bodies of Light. You can even channel the

individual chakras and talk to them. Each has a consciousness. As they descend they will

overlay the previous chakra grid.I recommend that you request the anchoring and installation

of the chakras through the completion of the fifth-dimensional chakra grid which is chakra

twenty-two. You are allowed to work a little ahead of yourself. Always ask for this (and this is

important) under the guidance and direction of your own Mighty I Am Presence and monad.

These are, in truth, very powerful electrical energies and you don’t want to “spontaneously

combust” from too much spiritual current.If you are just beginning your spiritual path, then

begin anchoring chakras one through twelve. If you are more advanced, begin anchoring up to

chakra fifteen. If you are very advanced and extremely devoted, then do all twenty-two chakras.

No matter where you are, ask your Mighty I Am Presence to monitor and calibrate the whole

process so you stay in the Tao.Never forget that faster is not better; slower is not better. Staying

in the Tao is the most efficient way to God-realization and, in truth, the only way to God-

realization. People who have tried to force the evolution of their kundalini unwisely have

sometimes set themselves back entire lifetimes becaues of the damage they have caused to

their etheric bodies. I am not trying to scare you here, for this process is totally safe as long as

you follow these instructions, but do not attempt, under any circumstances, to anchor chakras

twenty-two through thirty-six until after you have taken your sixth initiation. You can always

activate one grid above where you are, but no more than that.I recommend asking the

ascended masters, especially Djwhal Khul and the Arcturians, for help in this process, for the

installation of the chakra grids is much like spiritual surgery. The masters will not install the

entire chakra grid, or all seven chakras of that grid, all at once. They will usually do two chakras

at a time. This is the reason for the second phase of this process, which is actualization. The

chakras might be installed but that does not mean that you have actualized them in the

slightest. For example, as I mentioned previously, I have had all thirty-six chakras installed, but

I am actualizing, at the moment of writing this, only up to the very beginning of the thirty-

fifth.The key question here is, “How do you actualize the chakras that have been installed?” It is

done by living a God-inspired lifestyle. Meditation, I would say, is the key. You can pray to the

ascended masters and the Arcturians for help in actualizing your chakras as well as to have

them installed.The third step is being able to access the chakra’s abilities. For example, I have



now actualized almost all thirty-six chakras; however, I have not yet learned to utilize all of their

abilities. Someone like Sai Baba is an example of one who has. His ability to materialize things,

to be physically in two places at once, to teleport, and so on, are examples of utilization, the

next step after installation and actualization.You cannot go higher than the top of the sixth

dimension while still retaining a physical vehicle. When you take the seventh initiation you are

in the sixth dimension. The completion of the seventh initiation means you are accessing the

top level of the sixth dimension without yet having switched over to the seventh dimension. You

can, however, still access dimensions seven through nine in meditation and in the dream state.

I am currently doing that. After the ninth dimension you are no longer dealing with physical

existence. The most important point here is that you can continually ask in meditation for this

anchoring to occur.If you feel a need to know about the progress of the work, and if you can

channel or if you have a friend who can channel, talk with the masters. If not, it does not matter.

You are God, and if you ask for this it will be done.There is so much that goes on in the spiritual

world about which humans have not the slightest idea. A lot of what I am sharing with you here

I ask you to take on faith, judging with your intuitive knowingness that what I am sharing with

you is true and effective. To a third-dimensional scientist, this whole book might seem like

hogwash; to a disciple and initiate, the information makes perfect sense and is as real as

anything perceivable with the physical senses.After taking your sixth initiation and ascension

you can begin calling in the sixth-dimensional grid of chakras twenty-three through twenty-nine.

The act of calling them in and anchoring them is no different from calling in one of the

ascended masters. The process is not dangerous. Having them installed is the next step;

again, I suggest you have Djwhal Khul, the Arcturians, or Vywamus help you. Your good

lifestyle, meditations, and Light-quotient-building work will help you to actualize the

installation.It took me eight months to install and actualize chakras twenty-three through thirty-

six — an unusually short time. The process has moved so quickly for me because of my

extraordinary wife and friends. Our ascension buddy system has formed a kind of group mind

that has accelerated the process.I am also in the unique position of being in charge of Djwhal

Khul’s ashram on the West Coast, along with Terri Sue. I have hesitated to share my

experiences here because I do not want to give you unrealistic expectations; I share with you

what is potentially possible so that it can motivate you to discipline yourself and get down to

business so you can achieve full God-realization and hence be of greater service to humanity,

as well as sharing in the extraordinary joy of it all.We have just recently been given permission

to anchor all fifty chakras. The process begins with a request for installation. Then follows the

slow anchoring and activation of the eighth- and ninth-dimensional chakra grids.The Chakra

Chambers and FacetsThe next major understanding about the chakra system came as a result

of an advanced ascension workshop which Terri Sue and I were hosting. During the workshop

Djwhal Khul, for the first time, spoke of the seven chambers in each of the chakras, including

the ascension chakra, that needed to be opened. The ascension chakra is a chakra located

toward the back of the head where a ponytail might begin. It is the key chakra in the ascension

process. As you know, each of the seven major chakras is connected to a gland: the crown to

the pineal; the third eye to the pituitary; the throat to the thyroid, and so on down the line. The

ascension chakra, Djwhal told us, is connected to the hypothalamus.For full God-realization,

each of the seven chambers in each chakra must be open and active. Djwhal told us that just

completing the seven levels of initiation does not automatically ensure their opening and

activation. The picture on the next page is based on a sketch Terri Sue drew showing an

individual chakra and its seven chambers from two angles.The cone shape is the whole

chakra; as you move down the seven levels, the chambers are smaller and harder to open and



activate. In the second drawing you are looking down at just one chamber of the seven in any

given chakra. The chamber is like a pie that has been sliced for serving. Then each slice is cut

horizontally into three pieces. The numbered pieces total forty-eight, the number that

Melchizedek told Marcia and me was the best model with which to work.I am calling each one

of these forty-eight pieces a facet of the chamber. When the chambers are opened by your

spiritual work, your Mighty I Am Presence, or the ascended masters, they are not opened all at

once. They are opened, in a sense, one facet at a time. The opening of one facet leads to the

opening of another. The facets could be likened to the facets of a diamond or the triangles that

make up a merkabah or geodesic dome. During the workshop Djwhal activated certain facets

of these chambers. He also does so in individual sessions through Terri Sue. It is all done very

mathematically and scientifically. For example, he might say something like, “Activate and open

crown chakra, level one, facet thirty-five.” This is not exactly the way he does it, but it does

make the point. The whole process gets more complicated because although Melchizedek told

us that a model of forty-eight facets was the best model to use, all the chakras do not

necessarily have forty-eight facets. Nonetheless, it is enough to know that each chakra has

seven chambers and they need to be opened for full God-realization.Earlier I spoke of the

stages of anchoring the thirty-six chakras — installation, actualization, and utilization of the

abilities. The opening of the chambers is connected to the actualization and utilization of the

abilities of the chakras. For example, teleporting will use certain chambers and facets that I

have not as yet developed. This is the next step, and that is why the information is now being

brought forward. The opening of all these chambers is the next step in my personal evolution.

Now that I have installed and actualized nearly all thirty-six chakras (the fifth-, sixth- and

seventh-dimensional chakra grids) it is time to move to the third stage of utilizing the abilities of

all these chakras.Marcia and I, in our meditations together, were quite fascinated with this

whole process and we came up with some more information about it. First, when you complete

your ascension and take your seventh initiation, the chakras become one column of Light

rather than seven individual chakras. In addition, this chakra column combines with the

antakarana, or rainbow bridge, when the kundalini rises within the ascension column.Marcia

realized that of the three facets in each pie piece, the smallest one closest to the center

represents the future, the middle one, the present, and the one closest to the outside of the

circle, the past. Ideally, all three are open, activated, and working together. What often

happens, however, is that just the past is open; people then end up projecting their past

misconceptions onto the present and future because the facets are not integrated properly.

When all thirty-six chakras are anchored and all chambers and facets are open, twelve strands

of DNA move from the etheric vehicle into the physical vehicle.Now, some of the facets and

chambers open automatically in the process of evolution on the spiritual path. Melchizedek told

us that the invocation of all the fire letters, key codes, and sacred geometries (which you will

find later in this book) aids in the opening of these facets and chambers. I believe that sitting in

the ascension seats also helps in this regard, as do other forms of Light quotient building and

meditation techniques.In essence, all the varied spiritual practices, from journal writing to

affirmations to prayer, have their effects on the chakra system. Melchizedek told us that

basically all knowledge is stored somewhere within the chakra system. The meditation

techniques I have included in this book will have a stunning effect on the activation and

opening of these facets and chambers.It is also possible to ask your own Mighty I Am

Presence and the ascended masters to in a sense collapse time and accelerate the process by

opening them for you. This cannot and will not be done all at once, for that would be too

dangerous. Terri Sue, Marcia, Caryn, and I asked for it to be done effectively by using the Huna



prayer method of which I am so fond. However, before sharing that with you there is one more

piece of the chakra puzzle I must discuss.Vywamus on the Chakra ChambersAs I continued to

research this subject from as many points of view as possible, Vywamus had some interesting

things to add. He said that the chakras are means of focusing Light; in other words, they are

vibrational focusing tools. The totality of the chakras and their chambers helps to create a tonal

quality and tonal frequency for each person. He said that the ultimate goal is indeed to open all

the chambers and all the petals, or facets, including those of the minor chakras, to achieve

your optimum octave and frequency. He said, however, that it was essential to understand, in

the process of doing this, that there is a step-by-step process of chamber recalibration that

must go on. If the chamber and petals are opened all at once the initiate would lose the

physical vehicle. The recalibration process makes sure that a balance is kept among all

energies to ensure the maintenance of a healthy and integrated Light frequency. The

calibrating of Light should always be done in conjunction with your soul or monad. The

relationship of the petals and chambers in the chakras is that a certain number of petals (for

example one thousand in the crown chakra) are connected to certain chambers. The exact

mathematics, he said, are too complicated to be more specific about.At major initiations,

recalibrations of Light frequency and chakra adjustment and opening take place. During minor

initiations a similar process occurs but in a less intense manner. You can request a Light

recalibration adjustment of the chambers and petals in the chakras to take you to the next step

in your evolution. The Huna prayer at the end of this chapter offers just such a request.The

Chakras and the PetalsIf you study Eastern spiritual literature and the Djwhal Khul/Alice Bailey

books, you will find studies of the working of the chakra system. Among other things, Djwhal

Khul says that each chakra has a specified number of individual petals which need to be

opened.Crown chakra ..... one thousand petalsThird eye ..... two petalsThroat chakra .....

sixteen petalsHeart chakra ..... twelve petalsSolar plexus chakra ..... ten petalsPolarity

chakra ..... six petalsRoot chakra ..... four petalsAs you can see, there is a relationship here

between the Eastern system of opening all the petals of each lotus, or chakra, and the opening

of the chakra chambers. What the exact relationship is, I am not sure. The study of the chakra

system is such a vast undertaking, I believe you could spend a liftime focusing on nothing else

and you would just begin to scratch the surface. As Melchizedek said, “All knowledge is stored

within the chakra system.” In any case, I am choosing to use both systems in terms of the

invocation and prayer work. I believe in covering all the bases.One thing I do know is that the

petals, chambers, and facets are connected to the etheric nervous system. They are also

connected to the right and left hemispheres of the brain. The chakras themselves are

connected to the glands which affect the organs and the functions of the entire physical

body.The astral, mental, and spiritual bodies also have their effects on the etheric nervous

system, the nadis, or spiritual filaments that connect with the facets, or petals. As you can see,

this is one very synergistic, holistic, integrated process. The key is to get the entire seven-body

system, the thirty-six chakras, the personality, soul and monad, all chambers, facets, and

petals, the ascension column, kundalini, antakarana, heart and cosmic heart, upper spiritual

triad, and lower spiritual triad, all working in perfect unison, harmony, integration, and balance

as one unified system with no separate parts.The metaphysical science of breaking all that

down into its component parts, showing cause-and-effect relationships, can be quite complex

and even, in some cases, incomprehensible, given the complexity of all the different functions

that are taking place simultaneously. For current purposes, the most important thing is to open

the chambers, facets, petals, and chakras so you can more fully realize God and be of greater

service. This is the bottom line.Huna Prayer for OpeningThe prayer below is the prayer I used



with Terri Sue to open and activate the chambers and petals of my chakras. My

recommendation is to ask to go to the ascension seat in Shamballa first. Then read the prayer

three times out loud. If you do it with an ascension friend it is even more powerful, but that is

not necessary. After repeating the prayer three times aloud, then say the second paragraph,

which is addressed to the subconscious mind, one time. Wait thirty seconds to allow the

subconscious mind to take the prayer where it needs to go. Then say the last paragraph and be

silent for another thirty seconds to receive the initial blessing.The exact wording of the prayer

can be changed if you like. The timetable I used was what was right for me, given the coming

of the 12:12 celebration and Wesak in May 1995; you must use your own intuition for what is

right for you. What is nice about this prayer is that it applies not just to one meditation but

invokes help on an ongoing, everyday basis for a substantial period of time.The use of Huna

prayers has been absolutely invaluable and is one of the main reasons Terri Sue, Marcia,

Caryn, and I have moved forward so quickly. I write one for whatever dispensation we need or

are looking for and we all say it. This action really locks the prayer in and makes it official. The

prayers work every time.Beloved Presence of God, Sanat Kumara, Vywamus, and Djwhal

Khul:We hereby call forth a divine dispensation on our behalf. We call forth, over the next

_____ months to _____ months, a full opening and activation of the seven levels of chambers

in each of our chakras, including the ascension chakras. We ask that this work go on every

night while we sleep and during our meditations and receptive periods during the day. We also

ask that this work continue until fully completed [and, if possible, that it be completed some

time between the 12:12 and Wesak of 1995].We also ask at this time for a full opening and

activation of all the individual petals that make up each of the individual chakras. [For example

the one thousand petals in the crown, two in the third eye chakra, sixteen in the throat, twelve

in the heart, and so on down the line.]We thank you and accept this as done in the name of the

fully realized Christ so we may be of greater service.Amen.(Repeat three times.)Our beloved

subconscious minds, we hereby ask and command that you take this thought form prayer, with

all the mana and vital force that are needed and necessary to manifest and demonstrate this

prayer, to the Source of our being.Amen.(Repeat only once. Then wait for twenty or thirty

seconds while visualizing a fountain or some other suitable imagery shooting upward from

within you and going straight to God, or Source.)Sanat Kumara, Vywamus, and Djwhal Khul,

let the Rain of Blessings fall!Amen.(Visualize the Rain of Blessings as it falls upon

you.)Chapter ThreeHow to Build Your Light QuotientI Am the Light of the World.—A Course in

MiraclesOne of the subjects I have been most interested in is the issue of how to build your

Light quotient. I have questioned Djwhal Khul, Vywamus, and other ascended masters

extensively on this point and I would like to share with you what we have come up with.First of

all, it is important to understand that at every moment of your day, you are either building or

decreasing your Light quotient. Every thought you think, every word you speak, every action

you take has its effect. The key, in my opinion, is to “keep your mind steady in the Light,” as

Djwhal Khul would say. If your mind is held steady in the Light at all times, then your emotional

body will be held in the Light and your actions will be held in the Light, for it is your thoughts

that create your reality.The Light quotient is built in masculine and feminine ways. If you are on

Earth, regardless of your level of initiation, you receive energy from Source or you would not be

alive. This energy is received through the silver cord which is connected to Source through

your monad, or I Am Presence. You receive this pure, unadulterated God energy; then,

depending on the nature of your consciousness, you qualify it in either a positive or a negative

manner, in terms of Light or darkness, in terms of serving your lower self and negative ego or

your higher self, soul, and Christ consciousness. Does not the Bible say, “Let this mind be in



you that was in Christ Jesus”? It could also be called the Buddha mind or Krishna mind or

spiritual mind.Assertive Ways of Building LightOne of the keys to creating more Light in a

masculine, or assertive, way is to constantly qualify all incoming energy to create only Light,

love, joy, positivity, godliness, Christ consciousness, appropriate spiritual action, and so on.

Unceasing spiritual practices such as meditating, praying, repeating positive affirmations and

visualizations, reading spiritual material, chanting God’s names, visualizing forms, listening to

spiritual tapes, attending spiritual lectures, workshops, and seminars, doing spiritual journal

writing, performing service work, and practicing the presence of God are ways of creating

enormous amounts of Light quotient in your field.Vywamus told me that one of the best ways to

build your Light quotient is to clear the subconscious mind through etheric work, sound, and

color. This can also be done through visualization or just self-inquiry on a thought level.

Another method Vywamus shared with me for raising the Light quotient is to achieve a deeper

view of self in meditation. When you are able to really look deeply into your essence in a clear

manner, an enormous influx of Light is released into yourself from the very core of your being. I

experience this strongly when I write in my journal, for example.Building your Light quotient is

extremely important for all seven levels of initiation. It is one of the requirements for passing

each initiation. The third initiation requires 56 percent, the fourth initiation requires 63 percent,

the fifth initiation requires 75 percent Light quotient. The sixth initiation, ascension, requires 80

percent to 83 percent Light quotient. The seventh initiation requires 94 percent Light quotient.In

every interaction you have with self, with other people, and with life in general, you should be

asking yourself this question: “Am I creating Light or darkness in my consciousness in this

moment? Am I serving God or my negative ego at this moment?” When you realize you are

creating inappropriately, just forgive yourself and immediately change your thinking, feeling,

and behavior. As Sai Baba says, “It is your mind that creates bondage and your mind that

creates liberation.”When your mind or lower self starts putting you in bondage, immediately

change your mind and put yourself in liberation. If you find yourself holding a grudge,

immediately change your mind and forgive, hence creating more Light and love (which are the

same). Your mental and visual functions can be greatly enhanced by using the breath.

Enormous amounts of Light can be created by supporting your mental and spiritual work with

proper breathing; Djwhal Khul says it is the foundation of all Light work.Intention and desire to

build your Light quotient will help to build more Light because they give you a goal and keep

you focused on it. The ideal is to shine your Light all the time, regardless of other people’s

behavior and regardless of circumstances. It is important to realize that everyone, including the

ascended masters, Sanat Kumara, Vywamus, and even Lenduce, still has a tiny bit of

darkness, or lack of Light, within himself. The term “darkness” is another way of referring to the

remnants of negative ego, separation, fear, selfishness, or material overidentification within. As

you evolve through the seven levels of initiation and then up through the cosmic levels of

initiation and evolution, you will move closer and closer to pure Light. The ideal is to eventually

become pure Light, pure Love, pure Joy, pure God, which are all ways of saying the same

thing.It is also important to understand that your Light quotient fluctuates according to what is

going on in your consciousness and in your life. You might move three points up and then drop

three points during a crisis period. The key is to strive for even-mindedness and consistency in

your efforts and emotional nature.Receptive Ways of Building LightThe more receptive, or

feminine, ways of building the Light quotient have to do with allowing the ascended masters

and/or the positive extraterrestrial groups to help you. Vywamus speaks of “receiving a Light

shower” from one or more of the ascended masters or angels. Metatron is an especially

proficient archangel in this regard, for he is the creator of all outer Light in the universe,



according to The Keys of Enoch. However, any of the masters can help.The ascension seats of

which I spoke in The Complete Ascension Manual: How to Achieve Ascension in This Lifetime

are really Light-creating machines. They can be found on spacecraft in the Ashtar Command,

in Telos (the underground city beneath Mt. Shasta), inside Mt. Shasta on the etheric level, and

in Luxor, the ascension retreat of Serapis Bey. These ascension seats run Light through your

four-body system; it feels like a tingling over the entire body. In the past, I have gone to these

ascension seats in meditation. What I have been doing more recently is asking the Arcturians,

throughout my day, even if I am watching television, sleeping, walking, or working, to run the

higher Light quotients through my four-body system. At the time of writing this particular

section I have been told that my Light quotient is somewhere around the 88 percent level. I

have worked out a system with the Arcturians in which I just say, “Arcturians, 98 percent Light

quotient, please.” Son-of-a-gun, not more than two or three seconds later, I feel a tingling

sensation begin to move throughout my body, and I feel the blood in my veins begin to pump

faster. It has the added benefit of making me feel more awake and alert, which I really like. It is

kind of like the feeling I have after exercising. Clairvoyantly, my hands look red in color because

of the increased circulation. It feels like more energy is running through my etheric body and

into all my cells and organs. It is a wonderful feeling!The Arcturians have the most advanced

technology in this galaxy. Djwhal Khul told me that even the Hierarchy uses some of their

technology. Caryn and I spend a lot of time on the phone chatting, while absorbing this Light.

We call it the spiritual jacuzzi, for that is literally what it feels like. I have been amazed at how

substantial the feeling is.I usually find that the flow of energy varies throughout the day. Sanat

Kumara is overseeing this process for Caryn and me, which I also feel good about. I might ask

for 98 percent, but they will send only that which my body can handle and absorb in a safe

manner. Apparently there are teams of Arcturian temple workers on the ships and they take

turns monitoring us. They have also graciously agreed to help me strengthen my digestive

system on electrical and energetic levels, which I feel very excited about.The Arcturians are

wonderfully loving, service-oriented beings. Their entire civilization is at the level of an

ascended master. They have physical bodies that are different from humans’, but do not let that

deter you from asking them for help. They are literally the Light of the galaxy. I am so amazed

by their technology and the results I am getting that both Caryn and I are focusing on them

most of the time for building our Light quotients. They have told us that they are happy to assist

whoever asks for their help. However, they will never intervene without an invitation; they

operate according to the Prime Directive, as publicized by Star Trek. They will send a level of

Light that is appropriate for your path or level of evolution and will watch you closely on their

computer screens.Since they have begun to work with me in this manner I have felt a definite

increase in my overall physical health. I am currently having them do some intensive healing

work on my pancreas and liver functions. Both Caryn and I feel we have hit a spiritual gold

mine in finding the Arcturians. They also told us that they can accommodate any number of

people, however many might ask for their help. If they have to, they will send for more starships.

I hope to keep them very busy, for I think they are “the best thing since apple pie.”I usually find

that they will run the energies at the highest possible frequency appropriate for my level of

evolution and then slow it down for a while to let me integrate that which I have received. The

highest they have sent is 98 percent for not more than an hour or two. I usually find that it

fluctuates between 90 percent and 98 percent. After working with them quite intensively for the

past month, I feel I am able to handle a much higher Light quotient than I was previously

handling, but this is just an intuitive feeling on my part.I have requested that they send me

energy all night while I am sleeping. However, they said I was very busy on the inner plane at



night and had a rather regimented schedule — which does not surprise me — so they are

meeting my request as my schedule allows. I have given them a blanket invitation to work on

me all through the day indefinitely, or at least until I take my seventh initiation. I am sure I will

be taking advantage of their services after that too, but this is just my short-term goal and

focus. They are having an enormously accelerating effect on my consciousness and whole

being and I am eternally grateful for their selfless service.I usually find, also, that they slow

down the Light quotient building while I am eating and just afterwards to allow the food to be

digested. I keep telling them to continue even then, but then I tend to be a little bit of a “Light

hog.” In truth, I totally trust the Arcturians and Sanat Kumara in this process. I do find that it will

stop at times; then when I ask for it to return, it does. I am beginning to get an intuitive sense of

what level they are running. If a person is at the 56 percent Light quotient level they would

probably run 58 percent to 62 percent Light quotient and then see how the person is reacting

to and integrating the energy. There is no rush! It just feels really good. Caryn and I often

meditate together on the phone, marveling at the experience.The Arcturians told me this

morning that the energy is sent through their machines into the etheric body grid, which then

transfers it to the physical level. They recommended requesting each night to travel to their

Arcturian starship where they will work on you. This is what I do in terms of the strengthening

of my digestive system and the building of my Light quotient. This procedure is a little different

from what I mentioned before because this method has me leaving my physical body and

going to their ship, whereas most of the time, my etheric body remains with my physical body

while they are working on me.If you have health problems, or emotional, mental or spiritual

problems, call out to the Arcturians before retiring and ask them to work with you on their

starship. They are lovingly allowed to do this if you consciously ask for it.Altogether, the best

way to increase your Light quotient is to go through your day alternating between using

assertive and passive methods of increasing it. That way, every moment of your day will be

devoted to raising your vibration!Other Techniques for Building Your Light QuotientAnother very

powerful technique for building your Light quotient is to ask the combined force of Metatron, the

Mahatma, and Melchizedek, the Universal Logos, for help in building it. The combination of

these cosmic beings seems to be ideal. The Huna prayers are an example of how to invoke

such beings on an ongoing basis.I also recommend calling on the Ashtar Command, asking

Commander Ashtar and, in particular, Soltec, for help. The Ashtar Command ascension work

seems to come in through the crown, whereas the Arcturians’ Light quotient energy seems to

come through the whole body simultaneously. Both of these groups will happily work with you

for this noble purpose.Another technique for Light quotient building is to use consistently the

ascension meditation and treatment in the back of The Complete Ascension Manual: How to

Achieve Ascension in This Lifetime. You might want to put that meditation on tape. The

combination of the meditation and the other ascension techniques in the book will build your

Light quotient like nothing else you will find on this planet.Still another technique that is

especially good for Light quotient building is calling for your personal merkabah during each

meditation and having the masters and your own monad help to spin your merkabah like a top

to raise your vibration and Light quotient to the ascended master state. Even if you cannot see

it, you will feel like a slight tingling sensation over your entire body. In every meditation be sure

to ask that your ascension chakra and all your brain centers be fully opened and illumined; this

will allow you to receive more Light.Every morning upon awakening, call to your soul or monad

to fully anchor and merge with you, the personality on Earth. Ask your monad, or I Am

Presence, to remain merged with you all day. Every morning also request the full anchoring of

your soul, or monadic, Lightbody. Call in all your higher chakras to descend, anchor, and



remain with you all day long.Each morning, call in the Mahatma and all three hundred fifty-two

levels of the Mahatma to merge and blend with your four-body system and to remain with you

all day long. Also call forth your mayavarupa body, or monadic blueprint body, to fully anchor

and blend. This will allow your physical and etheric vehicles to work from a more perfect

blueprint for your overall health. To this end, I would add the calling forth of your golden solar

angelic body and your solar body of Light which will also build your Light quotient. Then ask

Metatron to anchor the Microtron, which will allow you to integrate all this Light more effectively.

Lastly, I would call forth a tube of Light, a pillar of Light, an ascension column of Light to

surround and protect you all day long.The invocation of these energies to blend with your four-

body system each morning as you start your day will increase your Light quotient and

accelerate your ascension process like nothing else. The invocation of these energies just

while you are reading this section, for example, would take only a minute or so. A few moments

of spiritual practice will bring you enormous spiritual acceleration. You might even want to write

the names of these energies on a card to keep in your wallet or purse until they become fully

integrated into your consciousness so you can invoke them at lunch and in the evening.

Soul Psychology: How to Clear Negative Emotions and Spiritualize Your Life, Connecting with

the Arcturians, The Complete Ascension Index: An Index of Dr. Joshua Stone's Ascension

Series

dotf, “If you’re an advanced seeker read this book. The photos, prayers , and other valuable

info is missing from this volume and other volumes in the series. Mine were stolen and the

new editions don’t even come close. I am tracking down originals. The main premise is still

there but the content is watered down.”

Momma Green, “If You're Serious About Ascension, Read This.... This is a wonderful book. It's

very, VERY dense, and will probably take years for me to work my way through. As another

reviewer mentioned, it's not overly wordy, which I appreciate; and what it lacks it fluff, it MORE

than makes up for in substance. Essentially, its a toolbox of dozens of different journeys you

can do while meditating to increase your light quotient, and IT WORKS! Since this was the first

of his books I read, I found myself constantly having to research names and terminology, but

the journey of discovery is an absolute joy. He introduces us to Ascended Masters and Etheric

Places that just bring tears of joy to my eyes, even now. If you're serious about ascension,

read this. If you're homesick for home (or source, whatever you call it) and filled with

questions, read this. Everyone of the small exercises/meditations will bring you to a place you

remember and belong. I just purchased one of his other books on the Ascended Masters and

cannot wait to receive it.  If you're serious about ascension, you want this book.”

1dafulsol, “Spiritual wisdom. Must read for any spiritually minded person. It’s more than a book

it’s a spiritual manual!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Four Stars. Thank you for the item.”

Divina, “Five Stars. get all his books!”
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Upaasna Suhail Kapadia, “FANTABULOUS. I recommend this book to all who are serious

about their own Ascenscion as well as that of all mankind,there are no words to describe what

a contribution this book is to the world.Infinite Love Light and Thanks to the Master Joshua.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Beautiful, and informative book.”

Jane, “Everything is good.. Everything is good.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. A must-read for every individual on a self-discovery journey.”

Mrs B Mason, “Five Stars. In the middle of reading it at the moment, looking good”

Miss G Farrow, “Five Stars. great”

The book by Joshua David Stone has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 56 people have provided
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